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Wolf’em Sticks Bring Outdoor Cooking To New Level

Cook biscuit cups and marshmallows with a rotisserie handle

For Immediate Release –South Jordan, Utah, February 23, 2022 – The Wolf’em Stick features a three-piece-design

including a backwards facing roasting fork, biscuit cooking attachment, and patented rotary handle.   The

collapsible design is perfect for RV storage. The roasting fork attachment is ideal for cooking marshmallows, hot

dogs and grilled vegetables over the fire without the worry of your food falling into the fire.  In addition, the

roasting fork attachment eliminates the possibility of eye injury sometimes caused by the traditional single rod

roasting stick.

The patented, award-winning Wolf’em Stick is an improvement on the regular campfire sticks. The biscuit

cup attachment is  designed to hold biscuit dough in the shape of a cup. The dough on the end of the stick is then

roasted for a moment over a fire (or heat source).  The  innovative rotary handle design helps users rotate the

dough and cook it evenly.   After the dough is baked through, users can fill the biscuit cup with anything—from fruit

and cream or other desserts to more savory items such as bacon and eggs. The product is called Wolf’em because

most people “wolf them down.”

"Wolf'em Sticks takes cooking over a campfire to a whole new level," said Julie Harrison, Marketing

Director of Campfire Industries.  “This product was made with the outdoor enthusiast in mind.  Anyone who loves

food, fire, friends and fun will love making Wolf’ems!”

Campfire Industries, LLC was founded by two brothers from South Jordan, Utah with the goal of bringing a

combination of innovation, design and quality to camping products they are passionate about.  Campfire Industries

has successfully launched their line of Wolf’em products  which include:  the Wolf’em Stick, Carry Bag. Plus Pack

accessory kit, Camping Time Cookbook and Wolf’em Dough Whisk.

At this year’s Inspired Home Show, Campfire Industries will be featuring their newest product:  The

Wolf’em Stick packaged with a drawstring carry bag.         ####


